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.ABSTRAC!l' O"J' :BERNSTEIN POLYNOMIALS .ABD 13EBNSTEIN roWER SERIFS 
by 
Sheldon M. Eisenberg 
Following G.Go Lorentz's book, Bernstein Polmomials, we develop 
in the first part of this paper the basic properties of the polynomials 
in the real and complex domains. These results along with certain 
properties of Legendre polynomials are used to establish Kantorovitch's 
theorems on the convergence of Bernstein polynomials in special regions 
of the complex plane. Then, an asymtotic representation for the 
Bernstein polynomials, in terms of a contour integral, is derived and 
is used to discuss the elementary properties of the Loop. This leads 
to a proof of the Fundamental Convergence Theorem. 
I) 
In the last section, we show how a change in the binomial coefficient 
will yield a Bernstein power series expansion for a function, rather 
than a polynomial expansion. This leads us, finally, to a discussion 
af the results of Meyer-Konig and Zeller on the convergence of these 
power series expansions. 
Ii 
\ 
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1. Introduction 
For a function f defined on the closed interval [0,1], the 
8%pression 
(1.1) 
is called the Bernstein polynomial of order n of the function f • 
Bn(f,x) is a polynomial in x of degree~ n. 
We will consider the elementary properties of the polynomials in 
,•;, 
the real case and use these results to discuss the behavior of Bernstein 
polynomtals of analYjtic functionso Several results about the convergence 
of the polynomials in certain regions such as ellipses and loops will 
be obtained. 
Finally, by changing the binomial coefficient(~ in the expression 
for Bn(f,x) above, we will obtain a power series expansion for the 
function f. The paper is concluded with a discussion of the convergence 
of these expansions. 
· 2. The Theorem of Weierstrass 
Since the purpose of the Bernstein polynomials l3n(f ,x) was to ,, 
provide a relatively simple proof of the well known theorem of 
Weierstrass, it would seem fitting to discuss this result. 
Theorem 2ol (Weierstrass): Let f be~ continuous real valued function 
,2!! (o!) i] o Let £, > 0 be giveno Theno _!here exists ~ polynomial Pn 
such that lf(x) - Pn(x)I <.£, Vx1.i[0,1] . 
Proof: The theorem will follow from theorem 2.5 below. 
~-•· r· :· 
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Proof: This is clear from the definition. 
_.;"" 
Lemma 2oJ: !{ m !:f(x) SM _2!! the interval O '-:x ~ 1, then 
-
• ~ 13n ( f. :z:) ~ M ~ this inienai. 
Proof: We note that 
and 
r.;0 Pnv(x) = [x +(1 - :z:3 n = 1 • 
Then, 
and 
n n-1 n-1 v n 1 v Lema 2. 4: Ek:=o kpnk = m: E ( ) x { 1 - x) - - = me . 
v.=O V 
... :._ .. :, .. ' ... 
Proof: 
= r.:-~ . n! ( v+ 1) x 'V'f-1 { 1-x) n-( 'V'f-1) 
- (v+l) ! (n-[v+l]) ! 
( cont.) 
-J-
( 
t 
n 1m.! k n-k _ n 
= l:]c:: X ( 1 - x) - I:lc=O k:pnk • 
O kJ (n-k) ! 
Also, 
Therefore, 
D 
I:lc:O kpnk = DX • 
Theorem 2.5: !f f ll bo11nded ~ (O,lJ, the relation lim :Bn(f,x) = f{x) 
n.,oO 
holds at each point .Qf continuity x _Q.! f. !! f is continuous _Q!! this 
interval, the relation holds uniformly. 
Proof: Let 
n 2 n~ 22J ! = Ik.=O (k - nx) Pn1c = I:1c=o'-k(k - l)-(2nx - l)k + n x Pn1c • 
By lemma 2.4 and induction, 
.. 
) 
2 2 ? ! = n(n - l)x -(2nx - l)nx + n r = DX(l - :z:) • 
Since :z:(1 - %) !: 1/4 on [o, 1)-, we obtain 
-4-
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where \ is an arbitrary positive number. 
Now, we assume \f(t)\f:M in O~t,Sl and f is continuous at x. 
The continuity at x implies that given&) 0, 31,) 0 
*\f(x)- f(x')\c.. f./2 whenever Ix - x•\<. S . 
n\ kl n\ k !I ~k=O f(x)- f(~ pnk+ ~k:=O f(x)- r<n>I 
\ ! -x \ <. ' \ i -x \ ~ i 
But, 3 an integer N - V n ) B, 
Therefore, 
Finally, if f is continuous in the whole interval (0,1], the S 
in• is independent of x and this implies Bn(f,x)-t f(x) uniformly. 
This finishes the proof. 
i' 
J. Derivatives of Bernstein Polynomials 
By differentiating Bn(f,x), we obtain 
• n v n { v-1 n-v v n-v-1) Bn(f ,x) = E f(-) (~ vx (1 - x) -(n - v)x (1 - x) 
v.=O n 
,~ 
I n (V\ (n\ v-1( ) n-v ( ) (v) ( n, v( -\ n-v-1 
= ~o f i' v' vx 1 - x - t n - v f ii v' x 1 - .A/ • 
-s-
C 
Appl7ing lemma 2.4. 
- :E f(Y}(n - v) n! xv(l - x)n-v-l 
n v! (n - v) ! 
... 
= n En-1 f(v + 1) (n - l)xv(l _ x) n-1-v 
T-=0 D V 
., 
we let 
which is the difference of the first order of the function fat 
V T--A - 0 Differentiating a.gain, we obtain 
n 
n n.2 l ?f-1 !)) n-2 v n-v-2 Bn(f .x) = n(n - l):Ev.=o Af( n ) - A f(i ( v )x (1 - x) I' I 
I 
I 
' I 
I 
With this notation, the 8%preasion for the kth derivative will be 
Th ~ 1 Bn(k)(f,-\ ( ) ( k ) n-k lr-.(v'(n-k) v( )n-v-k 
~orem J• : Al = n n - 1 ••• n - + 1 l:v=O A -:r ii' v :z: 1-x , 
. .. 
~-. ,,., ' . ' ' 
I_~ 
•., 
I ·••·'""°'If 
where 
• 
We note that 
B~k) (f,O) = n(n - 1) ••• (n - k + 1) A kf(O) • 
Hence, 
Hn(f ,x) = r.;o n(n - 1) •• ~ (n - k + 1) A kf(o):z:1t 
k. 
·r n n k k 
= l:Jc=O (~ 4 f(O):z: 
) 
where 
= ..!. (1 _ !.) ••• (l _ k - l)A.kf(O) , 
k! n n ( •x)k 
4. Bernstein Polynomials of Analytic Functions 
4X=l. 
n 
An interesting group of problems, some of which have not yet been 
completely solved, are concerned \·Ji th the behavior of Bernstein 
polynomials of analytic functions. We will now consider 
-7-
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where z is a complex number outside the segment o, z~ 1. !hroughout 
this discussion, we assume f is defined and analytic in a region 
containing either all of the interval (o,U 1or a part of it. 
Theorem 4.1: 1f f is!!!. entire function, then the Bn(f,z) converge 
uniforml~ .12. f( z) .!!! any bounded region. 
Proofi Let G be a bounded region. 
By the theorem of the mean, we let 
A kf(O) = f(k) (~ 
A~ 
where O< ~~ k . 
D 
Then, from our results in Section J, 
( ) n ( 1) ( k - 1 \ 1 ( k) ( IL \ k Bn f, z = Lk=O 1 - - • • • 1 - ., -:--r f !t" z n n k. (4.1) 
Let R0 ) 0 be given, R > R0 • Since f is bounded in the region G, 
we can find an M such that I f{z)I ~ M in\ z - a I~ R, for any a with 
o, a'= lo From Cauchy's inequality for coefficients of a Taylor series 
we obtain 
Hence, for I zl ~ R0 , the finite series for 13n(f, z) has the common 
- ma.jorant i{:0 M(R0 /R)k. Therefore, we may pass the limit in (4.1) term 
b7 term as n -. eo and obtain lim Bn(f, z) = l: f(k) (0) i: == f ( z) k! 
-8-
-: 
uniformly in \ z \ ~ R0 • 
Definition: A function f, continuous for a~x ~b, is called absolutely 
monotone on (a, b) if the derivatives f(k) (Jr,} exist and satisfy f(k) (Jr,)~ 0 
where ac.x cb. k = 0, 1, 2, ••• 
Theorem 4. 2: .U. f is absolutely monotone ,2!l ( O, 1) , then it has !B 
analytic continuation onto the circle \zl'l· 
k Proof: For all n,k, ~ = (~ 4 f(O) ct o. 
Then, for \ z I 4' 1, 
where 
M = max I f ( z) I • 
z' U>, il 
Also, the polynomials Bn(f, z) converge uniformly on (o, 1]. Then, 
by Vitali's theorem (see Appendix), the Bn(f,z) converge to an analytic 
function F( z) in lz I < 1. Finally, f (x) r F(x) on (o,, l) is clear. 
Definitiong A fmiction is analytic on a set A if it is single-valued 
and analytic in an open set G which contains A. 
~eorem 4.J: §u.PEose that O~a!l, lle. a, R~l - a, !.Q. that the eepent 
(o, 1] 1§. contained in the circle \ z - al~ R. If the function 
k -
f(z) = >::,0 °Jc(z - a) 
-9 .. 
' . --'.~-;;' 
J. 
!! analytic for I z - a\: R. then uniformly in I z - al i: R, 
I 
lim En{f,z) = f(z) . 
D •oo 
- k Proof: There is an R1 > B so that M = ~\ cJ!R1 is finite. Since 
nlim Bn(f,z) = f(z) is clear for 06,z~l, it is sufficient to show ... _, 
that the polynomials :Bn(f, z) are bounded in \ z - al I, R1 • Then, the 
result will follow from Vitali 1 s theorem. 
k Let ~k(z) = (z - a) . 
Let TTk( z) = :Bn ( ¢k• z). 
D n V k V n-v 
= l: ( "l (- - a) z ( 1 - z) v.=O v' n 
We need only show 
k 
l"'k(z)I ~ ~ for lz - a\~ 11_ since 
~ .. 1 k Let r(u,z) = I --- nk(z)u 
k=O k~ 
D Ila V k k 
= I:"V=O Pnv< z) I:lc=O (ii - a) t 
u(.! - a) n n 
= I......ne p (z) 
w--u nv 
( (1-a):!! -a :!! 
= \.ze n + (1 - z)e n) n . 
l:q,anding this last term, we obtain 
-10- ( 
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II 
II 
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,J 
• 
~ (u.z) z a [ k ktuk = (1 + - u + ••• + z(l - a) T(l - z) (-a) _r-::: + 
D ~~ 
Ve shall show 
(i) \ z(l - a)~(l - z)(-a)k\ ~ \z - a\k if 
\ z - a I • a, \ z - a\~ 1 - a 
We may assume a~ 1 - a and k ~ 1 • 
Substituting v = z - a in (i), we obtain 
where \v\ ~ 1 - a • 
'\ 
Since both expressions in curly brackets are positive, the maximum 
value of the second term in ( ii) for constant \ v\ is achieved for 
v ~ Q. Now, we consider the expression 
(iii) g{v) = vk- v{ (1 - a)k-(-a)k}- a(l - a){ (1 - a)k-1-(-a)k-l}i 0 
where v ~ 1 - a. 
By the comment above, {i) is a consequence of (iii), which follows 
from g(l - a)= O and 
Hence, the coefficients of uk in the expression for ~(u,z) are 
ma.jorized by those in 
1 R1u/n 
E(R,u)k/nkk. = e 
if I z - a I = B1 and hence if , z - a I.!, R1 • 
Therefore, the coefficients of uk in"'f'{u,z) do not exceed those in 
R1u/n n 2iu (e ) = e • This establishes the result. 
-11-
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Ve w.ill now find a region of convergence of Bernstein polynomials 
Which is an ellipse with foci 0.1. We first need certain results about 
Legendre polynomials (see[a, P• 235]}. These polynomials have the 
form 
( ) _ 1 dk ( 2 )k 
pk z - 2~! u_k X - 1 • 
Result 2: If f is analytic in the ellipse E With foci -1,1 and the 
sum of the semi-a:ices of Eis R > 1, then there is an expansion 
where the coefficients °k have the property 
and which converges absolutely. 
..• 
Lemma 4. 4g Let P( z) ~ .! :eolynomial _Ql degree n, and let IP( z)\ ~ M .2!'! 
-1 ~ z :S.. lo Then, for the elli:ese E with foci -1,1, the sum of ~hose 
semi-axes is R, 
-
I/ ' IP(z)I ~~where z ~ E. 
Proof: If z = Reim, R = l zl > 1. !l'hen, w = !(z + .!} is a point with 
I 2 z 
coordinates t (R + 1/B) cos a. and . i (R - 1/B.) sin a., Substitution into 
the equation of the ellipse shows w E E, Let f(z) = 1/znP(} {z + 1/z}). 
Then, f is analytic at all points except z = o. Since max U f(zH is 
I zf == R 
a monotone function. it will be a decreasing function. Then, 
-12 .. 
a 
I. 
mx \f(z)\ ~ au:\ f(z)\ ~ M. 
lz\ = R \zl = 1 
linall7, 
max \ P( w)\ = Rnnax If( z)I , MRD • 
m f E \ z\ = R 
Therefore, 
\p( z) \ 9 MRn , z E E. 
' 
Theorem~ (Kantorovitch [31): Let f ~analytic!!! the interior~ 
~ ellipse E with foci 0,1. Then, 
holds uniformlz .QB any closed set contained_!!! th~ interior ..Q{ E. 
Proof: 
By a linear transformation of the argument. we define Pn(z) as 
the Legendre polynomials of the interval (0,1) obtained from the 
P (z) of {-1,l)o Under this definition, the above mentioned properties n 
for Legendre polynomials and lemma 4.4 will hold. Then,h · 
~-13-
• '1 ,. 
. • 
Also, IJ'k(z)I' 1 for O~z~ because IPk(z)\, 1 for Of zf.l 
and because of lemma 2.3. Let E' be an ellipse confocal with E such 
that the sum of the semi-axes of E' is R'" Ro Since Fk(z) is a 
polynomial of degree~ k, by lemma 4.4, \ Fk(z)\ ~ (R')k. Hence, 
.. k ~ rk.=0 \ckl(R') = M< + ao in E' • 
Thus, we have a sequence of bounded analytic functions, and the 
conditions of Vitali 1s theorem are satisfied. This finishes the proof. 
C ,1-c Definition: Let Ac be the lemmiscate \ !I \ i : ~ = 1, O< c~l. 
Theorem 4.6 (Xa.ntorovitch [3]): If the functions f, g are bounded~ 
[o, 1] and coincide _2.!! [cl' c2], O!t c1 < c2 "1, then 
in the .QI>~ region Ac
1 
c
2 
which is the common J)!rt ~ the riQ}t loop sl,. 
Ac1 and the left loop .Qf Ac2 (see Figur~ l). 1f c1 = 0 .Q!: c2 = 1, 
the correspondin~ loop nnist ~replaced~ the whole p1aneo Finally, 
the result holds uniformly .QB each closed su!?.@et of Ac1c2 • 
Proof: If O'- c(sl, Pnv(c) ~ 1. Also, I f(z)- g{z)\ ~ M on Of zSl. 
Then> 
-14-
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.. 
since 
Hence, 
... 
' 
v n-v v n-v \B (f • z)- Bn(g, z) " MI: I LI 11-z I +M I: lLI 11-z I . 
n .!<c c1I 1-c1 ~ c c2 1-c2 
1 n 1 n 2 
We will estimate the first sum 11nder the assumption that z is 
inside the right loop of Ac1 (if °i = 0, the estimate is unnecessary 
because the sum vanishes). In this loop, \ z \ ~ c1 and 
•• 
c1 1-c1 
'
LI 11 -z I = p < 1. 
cl 1 - cl 
lote that 
., clip=\ L'c1-l' 1 - z ,1-°i =I.:! 
z1 c1 1 - c1 z 
Hence, 
'
1-c 
1 - z 1 
1 - c1 
nc1-l n(l-c1)+1 
= I ~I I ~ : :1 J · 
-15-
• 
l 
,::·, 
0 
,· 
.. 
figure l 
-16-
... 
I 
Hence, 
nc -v-1 (nc1-1)-(nc1-v-1) n-nc +l+(nc -v-1) C 1 · 1 1 
' 
1 1 - z \ n 1 z I , 1-z I 
Thus, 
;- l - c;_ p ci' l-c
1 
. 
V 11-V 
= \ ~, \ i : ~l' . 
nc -v-1 
\ 
z ,v,_l_-_z_,n-v =\ .}_ 1 - z 11 Pn ~ 
c1 1 - c1 z 1 - c1 
n p • 
n 
Since p ... O as n .. le . then given £ > o, 3 an integer N
1 
such that 
pn < C. /2nM for all n > N1• Then, the first sum is aS, Hawn'- I /2 
'fl n > :t11 • For the second term, we take 
c2 1-c2 
1 - c2 and' LI 11 - z ' = q < 1. 
c2 1 - c2 
I z - 11 > 
Then, as above, we will find 
nc2-v-1 
v n-v P. 
1 I z 111- z I n 2 1 _ z , ;; 1 - c2 = q z -1 ---c2 n q • 
Hence, given t) O, 3 an integer N2 • qn< £/2nlf. \In> I 2• 
Let N = JMJ1:{N1,Nzl 
Therefore, 
-1?-
/ 
·, 
Ve remark that this is a theorem of localization. For the 
real ~se, it reduces to the following form: If f, g are bounded 
and coincide in a neighborhood (x0 - ' , x 0 +I) of a point x0 , then 
Bn(f,x0)- Bn(g,:x:J-. O for n • ... 
5. Contour Integrals and Asymtotic JorJDUlae 
Throughout this section, we choose arbitrarily the branches of 
log(z - 1) and log z in the expression 
( z - 1) l-f\~ = exp [c1 - ~) log(z - l)+ ~ log J • 
Theorem hl: Let f ~ analytic in ! region G containing [o, l). Let C 
be ~ closed contour situated in G and encirclin~ to,~. Let z be ~ 
fixed complex number different from O and 1. Then, 
' n. =--
2fli 
C 
f(a) 1j z - 1) l-~ ztd&3 
S ( na - 1) • • • ( na - n) 
• 
Proof: Clearly, the singularities of the integrand as a function of a 
are simple poles at~=.!, v = 0.1,2, ••• ,n. By the residue theorem D 
(see appendix). 
21rl. 
C 
We note that similar relations can be obtained if G contains only 
a pa.rt of ~.1], and c ,cuts this interval in one or two points. It 
will be neceas~ry to have the following asymtotic formula for Bn(f,z). 
-18-
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Theorem g: :Bn(f,z) = ~..A.) 2 
i 21T 
C 
f(~) (l+<IJ 
where~ =fl~ uniformly for an' 13 on c • 
... 
Proof: We first find an asymtotic expression for ~(na - 1) ••• (na - D). 
' 
Suppose 13 ,~. 1J. Choose a single-valued branch of log(13 -'t ) on o• t 61. 
Then, we ha~e 
1 
(1) J
0 
log(13 - t)dt = -1 +(l - 13)1og(l3-l)+ 13 log 13 , 
and by the Eu1er-Maclaurin sum formula (lnopp [4, P• 52~) 
(2) So 1 log(13 - t) dt = ![! log a + log(13 - ~+ ••• + log(13 - n;l~ 
+ f log(13 - 1j +, n 
where 
en= ;S 1 (nt -cng- ~g(t)dt, 
0 
g( t) = t : 13 • 
We can also write. 
1 n-1 
' = - I: n n v.=O 
?f-1 
n (nt -&9- f>g(t)dt, 
V 
-n 
If we nak:e the substitution t = 2s + ~ , then [nt] = (2ns + v] = v 
because 2ns" 1 except at the ma.ximum value for s which is 1 • Hence, 
2n 
-19-
.. 
n-1 
= t 
"V=O 
• -, .~. - ~ ,,• ....... ~-•"·•/-'c-•~• •• -• --·-·· -• 
0 
1 
iii 
'2ii 
( 2s + .! - .! - J.) g( 2s + .! ) 2ds 
n n "n· n 
2(2s - -2
1 ~ g(2s + !:) ds. 
D D 
By algebraic manipulation. we find that f n =0<-\> • This holds 
n 
11nif ormly in a for all fl belonging to an arbitrary fixed set with a 
positive distance from [9, 1]. 
Comparing (1) and (2), we have 
-1 +(l - a) log(a - l)+ a1og a = !(!. log ~ + • •• + log(a - n-l~ 
D 2 D 
Hence, 
-n(1 + En>+ n(1 - a> 1og(13 - 1>+ Dt3 10g a + } 10g a + f 1og(13 - 1> 
n - 1 
= log a + • • • + log(a - )+ log(p - 1). 
n 
!hen 
1 
-n(l+ ln> l'i 1-f:l ~nff n 2 1 1 
e da - 1) a., t<a - 1'J = aca - r{ •.. <a - n; Ha - 1) 
where 
CJ> Ca - 1> 1-a~a 7 8%J>~l - a>1og(p - 1)+ a log~ 
and log(p ~ 1) is obtained from log J:3 b;r analytic continuation alonc 
-20--
' 
j 
J 
a line segment. Equation (J) Will be single-valued and analytic in 
the plane cut 0~ t3S 1. It will also be independent of the choice of 
the branch of log a. Finally, we take the positive branch of 
(p(13 - 1>) l/2 for 13 > 1. 
By Stirling's formula, 
1 
I 2 n ~ 
n. = (2,m) n e Hn where Hn-+ 1 as n._.•. 
Hence, 
I~ l-l3 13] n 
n.z - 1) z 
~ c na - 1> •.. < ~ - n> 
1 
= n! (c z - 1) l-l3z13J n _1 
a ( a - 1) • 0 • ( a - 1) nn 
n 
= (2nn) 2e-Dgn~z - 1) 1-13zl3] n WWW 
e-n(l+t..n) [s - 1)1-1313':]n~(S - jl 
1 1 
- -
- l rj 1-~ ~]nr: 1 2 
= (2nn) 2(1 + o(n» t<; : i) <J> 1.:6(13 - 1) J , 
Therefore, 
1 
- -rl 1..p "1 n l 2 
f(i,>e1 + ~> Le; : i> <f> J ~<13 WWW 1> J ~ 
C 
where a.ft = Oc,l> for all 13 on c unif orml.7. 
·I -21-
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·•. 
6. The Loop L1 and Its Properties 
Let 
J'(z,13) = (1 - 13)1og : : i + 1:1 log f for z ~ (0,1] 
where we obtain log(~ - 1) from log a and log (z - 1) from log z 
F( z, z) F(z, ~) by analytic continuation. We note that e = 1 and e is a 
single-valued function of ~ in the plane with the slit O~~~ 1. 
Assuming \eF(z,j:1)14: 1 on c, by theorem 5.2 we have 
l 
- l 
-
Bn(f • z) = f{z;) 2 f(p) enF(z,j:1) &<a - 1ij 2dl3 + 0(1) • 
This asymtotic relation indicates that the curves cz• which are 
defined by I /Cz, l3)1 = l or P( z, a) = Re { F( z, 13~ = 0 are very 
important in the determination of regions of convergence of Bernstein 
polynomials. In this equation, z = x + iy is a constant (the nodal point 
of cz) where~= a,+ i"'l is the variable argument. Since the curves 
cz are a special case of the level curves P(z,~) = constant, we will 
consider the general case. By elementary complex variable methods, we 
have 
P( z, ~) = P(z,a,~) = (1 - m)log(z - 1) + ~ log(.J.) 
'L J:3 - l P 
+ 11 ( arg z - l - arg 6 - 1) • 
"l z ~ 
!he ex:pression 
represents the angle su · tended by the segment [o, 1] at ~. In the ~-
... 
... 
- .-· .,, .... 
..__,,'.•~ 
,_, 
plane, the cut 0~ 13,f 1 defines it. Also, O ,,_(13)\ , ff be~use of our 
choice of branches of the logarithm in the expression for F(z,~). The 
angle~(~) is positive in the upper half-planeo negative in the lower 
half, and has a jump of magnitude 2n on (0,1). Differentiating, we find 
\: = - log~: ~+log f = ;~ -, i :~ 
Hence, 
E = ~ = log I z(B - 1) I = log\ e - 1\ - log\ z - 11 ' 
Cl a(z - 1) a z 
P"'I. = * = arg z ; 1 - arg 8 p 1 . 
The equations Pe1 = 0 and '= 0 represent a circle Kz and a circular 
I I 
arc K respectively, where Iz and K intersect in z at a right angle z z 
and are uniquely determined by z. We expand F( z, J3) into a power series 
in~ - z and obtain 
:r(z,13) = J'(z,z) + ~ 1 - l ){13 - z) 2 + ••• 2 z - 1 z 
k-1 
+ (-1) 
k(k + 1) 
( l 
( z - 1) k 
lEf.l 
- .l..) ( J3 - z) + • • • 
zk 
Ve note that this converges for I~ - zJ leas than an arbitrary small 
positive number. 
The only singular point of Cz with Pa. = P'l = 0 is the node J3 = z. 
By equating to zero the real part of the second term in the expansion 
for F(z,~) above,we can find the equation of both tangents at the node 
~=•·Doing this, we obtain the equation of a pair of orthogonal 
-2J- ..... 
i_ I 
.. 
tangents 
2 2 2 2 2 2 (x - :z: - 7 )(cs - x) + 27(2% -- l)(a, - :z:)E-fl- 7)-(2: - x - 7 >,- 7) = O • 
These tangents may be described as lines a1z, a2z joining the point z 
with the endpoints of the horizontal diameter of K~ (see Figure 2). 
The angle of the line B-i z with the c:1-atj s is half the angle 1" of the 
I 
normal K at z with this axis. z 
Assuming x ~ ~. y~ O, we consider the course of the curve cz• 
Suppose first that z is located above the horizontal diameter a1~ of 
I 
Kz. Let G be the part of the plane where df\./da = - P:L/':> 0 (i.e., 
where Rt and P'l have opposite signs). This is the region shaded in 
Figure 3• Follo\'ling the branch of cz which touches a1 z, · at z, we find 
it passes first through G to the left, goes downward, and then strikes 
the lower part of K~ or [o,1]. Then, after intersecting, the branch 
leaves G and goes right and do~mwardo The other branch, touching 
82Z in z, first goes dotm to the right and also intersects the lower 
part of K~ or [o,i]. Neither branch can intersect the upper half-circle 
of K~ because the tangent to cz is vertical there and ~'l.(. 0 innediately 
before the intersection. Then, this latter branch enters G going do~m 
to the left and rises after intersecting Kzo A:t this point, the two 
branches meet and we have formed a loopo This is the loop Lz• The 
discussion is similar if z is located below the diameter a1a.z. Finall7, 
we. denote by Rz the closed, bo11nded set whose bo11ndary is Lz• 
7• The l'undamental Convergence Theorem 
!heorem hl: i) .!!. z ~ [o, 1], and f(l:I) !!!. analytic .QB [o, 1] and .2!! Jl~, then 
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Bn(f,z)-t t(z):. 
11) !l f(~) _!! analytic !!! !! bounded domain G ::, [o, 1] and .A i.! !. 
closed subset of G ,~~positive distance from U},1]and z- A implies 
llz CG, then 
:Bn(f, z)-.... f( z) uniformly for z - A. 
iii) !l the only singularity .Qf f(J:J) 1Q G _!! !_ pole of first order 
CfiRzt C-. m.u. then the sequence .Qf Bn{f,z) j&divergent. 
Proof: Clearly, ii) implies i). We first prove ii). Let S 1 > 0 be less 
than the distance from A to [o, 1J, and sma~l enough so that the S. 1 -
neighborhood of Co,1] is in Go We may assume f(~) is bounded in G, 
say I f(a}I ~ M. Let £ > 0 be arbi tra.ry. 
Jor a fixed z 6 A a.nd a real t, 
1 
-
13 = z + t(z ( 1 - z>] 2 
is the equation of a straight line through z. For\ 13 - z\<. $ 1• we may 
apply the power series expansion for F(z,a) which is 
F(z.~) = F(z, z)+ l( 1 - !.) (~ - z) 2 
2 z - 1 z 
+ ••• 
k-1 1-Ll (1) l 1 AT + - ( k - -Y ( ~ - z) + 
k(k + 1) (z - 1) z • •• • 
!hen, we Will obtain 
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J'igure J 
2 oo k P( z, a) = Jle t J'( z, a) l = - l t + l: a.ict l 2 lc::J 
with \ 8ic\ S qk for a constant q > 0, independent of z EA. (This is 
easily verified by finding the real part of the first few terms of 
l!'( z, S)} Hence, there is a i > 0 such that P( z, S} <. - 3 t 2 and : 
has the sign of -t for \t \ S i e We may also assume that 
\ f(S) - f(z)\<. E(21T) 1/ 2/M' is true for It I -' S where M1 is a positive 
real number. 
1 
-Let A be the segment I t I ~ ~ of ~ = z + t {j(l - zi] 2 • We ca.n 
assume that ~ C: G for all z EA, that the distance of all these 6 
from [i>.1] is ~ tfi,l' and that the arcs of the level curves P(z,S) = 
constantg which intersect~ and encircle L are contained in G. These z 
assumptions are possible because the set AC:: G is closed and because 
the$ may be made smaller to fit. The above is certainly true for the 
level curve P(z,13) = l = - ! S 2, which intersects A on both sides J 
of the point z. 
Let A 1 be the part cut out from A by P = ~ • If P :;i ,\. 
intersects [o9J], we use a contour contained in G at the distance 
} ~ 1 from W, 1] to replace the small arcs of this level mu:ve inter-
secting the interval. Thus, the arc of P = ~ cut off by4 1 .. is re-
r placed by the curve c1• Let C= c(z) be the closed contour consisting 
of c1 and 6 1 (see Figure 4). Finally, we assume the lengths of the 
curves c( z) are bounded by a fixed number . f . 
~y equation (1) of section 6, we obtain 
1 
-
:BD(f,z) = t (j;)2 1 f(~) enF(z,p)(po - 1j]- 2' ~ + 0(1) 
C 
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,, p ~ 
which holds uniformly for z 6 A. On c1, e = e 6 e • Hence, 
!hen, uniformly- in z £ A, 
l l 
l3 ( f, z) = - ( ll.) 2" 
D i 2ff 
1 
--
f(l3) en1~(13 - 1~ 2 dp + 0(1) 
41 
because the other part of the integral tends uniformly to zero as 
n -+oo since A< o. Then, 
Hence, 
Let 
l 1 
-
Bn(f,z)- f(z) = !1 (A..)
2 
21T 
~(13)- f(z~enl~(a - 1~- 2da + 0(1) • 
61 
1 l -
- 2 ~ c .!!-) 2 E {21T) 
21T M' 
\~· . l 
I enFII a(a - ul- 2,~ I 
A, 
l 
-
I= n2 
Substituting 13 = z + t~(l - z)] i, we obtain 
! r, QI) lnt2 ~ I'= n2 ) e 3 M:i_ dt 
-i 
1 2 
• - -u 
where M1 denotes the constant 
quantity in z obtained by the 
substitution. 
= I\ e J du= N•(.:09. 
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Therefore. 
I 
J'inally, we prove iii) .. Let R be the residue of f( a) at c. Ve use the 
same path of integration c. Since f(~) has a residue in the contour, 
we find by the residue theorem (see appendix) 
(1) 
I ,.. n( 1-~) nJ3 
n. i f ( 8) ( z - 1) z d~ = :B ( f • z) 
n 
21Ti ~(n~ - 1) ••• (na - n) 
-'c 
+ Bn! (z _ l) n(l-c) znc . 
c( nc - 1) ••• ( nc - n) 
As before, the left-hand side of equation (1) converges to f(z). Also, 
c ~ Rz implies 
By the results of section 5, the second term on the right-hand side 
of equation (1) is asymtotically 
1 
R • 2nn • 2 e nF( z, c) • 
c( C - 1) 
-.. .. 
Hence, 
1 
B (f ) ~ -i 2nn ~2 nJ'(z,c) D ,z - ( ) e . 
C C - l 
Therefore, 
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a. Bernstein Power Series 
By a change in the coefficient off in the expression for 
!n(f,x) in (lol), we can find a sequence of functions Pn(f,x) which 
will not be polynomials, but will be power series. For our new coefficient, 
we let qnk = (~:})(1 - x)~-n(n = 1,2, ••• ; k = n,n+l, ••• ), (see Feller [2]). 
We call the Pn(f,x) Bernstein power series. 
Let f be defined on O"x< 1. For our :Bernstein power series of 
degree n, we mean 
If Pn(f,:x) converges for a certain x, we associate Pn(f,:x) wit~ that sum. 
a/1-.x 
Lemma 8.1: Let M> 0 !;nd ~ > O ~ given !.Q that I f(x)I '= Me for 
- a/n O~x<l• Then, Pn(f,x) converges for O~ x <.e . 
_ a( v+n) 
Proof: IPn{f,x)I ~ M(l - x)nL.:0( 11:~~1)xve n . 
Hence, Pn(f ,x) will converge for (xea/n) < 1, 
Lemma 8.2: Let M > 0 and a> 0 ~ given .!Q. that 
I f(x) I,·~ M/(1 - x)a for o'° x ~ 1. .. 
·('' 
Proof: Thia follows from a simple computation. 
-)2-
I 
l" 
"' 
ii[ 
. ::,•,, .... 
Lemma 8.J: Let f J!! defined and bo11nded in 06 x~l~ Y: f !!!. continuous 
..... . . ... ~ 
on the left at x = 1, then 
- -
u 
Proof: We note that for each fixed n, the limiting process of the matri% 
is given by 
Then, to establish the result, we extend the definition of the function 
i) PD( f, 1) = 1 im P ( f, x) = f ( 1) 
:x...,1- n 
(n = 1,2, ••• ) • 
Since f is continuous at 1-, 
11) lim f( k ) = f(l) • 
k .. oo k + n 
But, the matrix 8Jr(x) is a regular semi-continuous matrix (Cooke (1]). 
Hence, ii) implies~). 
We will also need the following results (:reller [2]): For fixed n 
OD 
and x, Lk:=n qnk: = 1. 'Then, 
i) u_ - ~.. kq - D 
~-"'- nk-
.nr-n 1 - z 
(n = 1, 2, ••• ) 
11) (n = 1,2, ••• ) 
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1r 
n, I 
I 
/ 
·.1:. ,: 
/:'. 
p 
111) l: ~' ra./(1 - %)2t2 
kCK 
. 
(n = 1, 2, ••• ; t, 0) 
/'"·,. 
where the inda: I is given b7 
K = { k = n, n + 1, • •• } fl { I k - Uu I~ t] 
The last result is the Tschebychef inequality. 
The following theorems are results of Meyer-Konig and Zeller [6]. 
Theorem 8.4: Let the function f ~ defined and bounded for O ~ x ~ 1. 
Let all points .Qf the closed interval Xi* x.-x2 (where 0~ Xi" x~ 1) 
be two-sided points of continuity off. (lf x = 0 .Q!. x = 1 belongs 1Q 
the interval, then f is continuous .Q.!l the right ,21: continuous on the 
left respectively at that point). Then, 
lim P (f,x) = f(x) uniformly in x1~ Xf.Xi n-.,. n 
Proof: Let\ f(x)I ~ M for 06:z:fl. For n = 1,2, ••• , Pn(f,O) = f(O). 
If f is continuous on the left at x = 1, then Pn(f,1) = f(l) for 
n = 1,2, ••• In the proof, we may omit the cases x = 0 and x = 1. !he 
following holds for x & tx1 , x~, x # 0, x / 1. 
Let £. ";JP O be given. Then, by definition of continuity, there is 
a \ = ~ (£, ).> 0 such that 
\ f(x 1 )- f(x)\ <. '- for \ x• - :z: \ C. i • 
The ' is independent of x because· f is continuous on a compact set 
(Xi,•~ and, hence, is uniformly continuous. Now, 
• 
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I 
I 
II 
II 
,1 
I 
I 
,1 
,, 
where 
and 
( 1 = 1. 2), 
11 = { k = n, n + 1, •. •} ("\ { lk - '1:n I< 1 ~ n ;) 
Iz = t k = n,n + 1, •• • 1 n {\k - 11n ,~ 1~-n~J 
' 
• 
If k C Xi• 
\ k ; n _ x \ = \ k{l - k x)- n' = 1 ~ x I k _ 11zil < Ek n ~ t . 
Then, 
• 
Also, 
Thus, 
, 
1Pn(f,x)-·t(%,)\< f + 2M/S 2n<.£ 1 , C.• arbitrarily small. 
-3S- ( 
; .-- • ._ ______ . ,,.,. 'zsi' ... '!Ji 
Therefore, 
lim Pn(f ,x) = f(x) • 
n-,oo 
The above theorem could be used to prove the theorem of Weierstrass 
in a simpler manner than was used in Section 2. This shows. for example, 
Theorem 8.5: Let F be continuous !!! O~x" ! . Then, 
for n~• and is true unif ol'llllz in 0~ x~* • 
-
• 
Proof: Let 
1 QLx,! F(x)- 1'(2) • 
- 2 
f(x) -
-
0 • 1<.x ~1 • 2 
Then, the result follows from theorem 8.4 with x1 = 0, ~ = t • 
Finally, we prove that the result of theorem 8.4 is true even if 
f is not bo12nded, as long as the condition of lemma. 8.1 is satisfied. 
a/1-x 
Theorem 8. 6: Let f, defined !!! 0~ :x:4'1, satisfy I f(x) I ~ Me for 
0 E:x <1, where M > 0 and a > 0 are gi veno Let all points .2f the closed 
interval ~ ~ x: ~ ( 't1here 0~ x1 $ x2 ~1) be ti10-sided points of 
continuit~ off. (If x = O belon~s to the interval, then f is continuous 
.2!! the right there?) Then, there exists~ integer n0 such that, for 
n ~ n0 , Pn(f,x) is convergent_!!! O!:x~~- Moreover, 
i ,, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·.11 
:II 
II 
I, 
lim Pn(f ,x) = f(x) 
n-. .. 
uniformly!!!.; (r:z:~ • 
-a/n0 Proof: We choose n 0 so that ~~ e • !hen, the first part of 
the proposition follows from leDDDa 8.1. In the remainder of the 
proof, we take n ~ n0 • 
The function f is bounded in an interval 06 x~ x +' , where 2 
i> Oo By theorem 8.4 and the linearity of the related process, we 
may assume f(x) = 0 for Of:x4'x2 + i . We use again the method of 
proof of theorem 8,.4 and have 
Since f{x,) = O in [o.~ +~] . s1 = o. Now, 
k ak/n a a/n k-n \ x1t-llr(k ; n) \ ~ x -n. Me = M• e (xe ) 
k-n 
= Lyn 
where the symbols L, Yn are used for abbreviation. Hence, 
n..... k-1 k-n \ k - n I s2 = (1 - x) i.;k€ ~(n-1)x f{ k ) 
Using the Tschebychef inequality again, 
s ~ L( 1 - x ) n ( l _ y ) n . 1 ny n 
2 1 - 1n n . Jl n2 ~ 2 
: L (1 - x )ft 
1 - y Yn 
n 
1 
ni 
(1 - Yn) 
2 • 
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,. 
.. 
,. 
r 
·,;: 
The expression in brackets, for fixed n, assumes its greatest value 
for x = ~ because the expression 
( (as D_. .. ) 
~\I 
is bo11nded for n ~ n0 and 21. ~ x S~- Hence, 
s2 ~ Q/n& 2 where Q is a positive real number. 
Therefore, 
\" 
lim Pn(f,x) = f(x) uniformly in (xl'xJ . n--. ID 
·:'"!.; ";...II 
.· 
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APP.&:&»ll 
Ve list below some of the results of elementary complex variable 
theory which are used in Section J. Proofs my be found in Ti tcbmarsh 
[7]. l 
Cauchy's ;cneguality: If f(z>,~)= r.:0 9bZn (I z I< R) and M(r) is the / 
upper bound of \ f ( z) I on the circle \ z l = r. ( r < R), then 
\ ~I~ M(r) /rn for all n. 
Residue Theorem: Let f be single-valued. a.nd analytic inside and on a 
simple closed contour c, except for a finite number of singularities 
Then, 
c f(z)dz = 2ni(Bi + ~ + ••• + ~). 
Maximum-Modulus Theorem Let f be an analytic function, regular in a 
region D and on its boundary c, a simple closed contouro If\ f \S M on 
c, then\ f I< M at all interior points of D unless f is a constant. 
Vitali 1 s Convergence Theorem: Let fn be a sequence of functions each 
!' 
regular in a region D1 let If n I~ M for every n and z in D; let f n tend 
to a limit as n...,,,,.. at a set of points having a limit point inside D. 
Then, f n tends uniformly to a limit in any region bounded by a contour 
interior to D~ the limit being, therefore, an analytic function of z. 
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